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hiring, risk aversion, output risk, or information risk increases.
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1. Introduction
Managerial compensation serves many functions. It
provides incentives, attracts talent, ensures retention,
offers feedback, and communicates the goals and
objectives of the firm. Yet, the vast majority of the-
oretical and empirical work on executive pay con-
siders only incentive effects. Executive contracts not
only provide incentives to the existing manager, but
they also attract new types of managers to the firm,
from either internal or external labor markets. Thus,
performance pay has a sorting effect, in that it sorts
the potential pool of managers tomorrow in addition
to providing incentives to the incumbents today. The
objective is to understand the sorting effects of perfor-
mance pay, namely, how the firm will solve the dual
problem of providing incentives ex post, and sorting
new types of managers ex ante.

Unless the manager is highly risk averse, we find
that sorting dampens optimal pay-performance sensi-
tivity (PPS). Some PPS is necessary to attract the high
types (of managers) and repel the low types (of man-
agers). High types prefer performance pay because
their high ability drives productivity and, therefore,
their income. One the other hand, low types prefer
to collect their outside option rather than receive low
compensation from the firm. However, PPS allows
high-type managers to collect information rents. The
highest type of manager captures the most infor-
mation rents. These information rents are costly for

the firm, and thus the firm seeks to limit this rent
transfer by lowering PPS. Therefore, sorting exerts
a downward pressure on PPS. Since the firm must
also provide incentives to a manager once he is hired,
the incentive effect exerts an upward pressure on
PPS. The optimal PPS balances these twin compet-
ing effects, bringing the theory on PPS closer to its
empirics.1

We adopt a simple contracting framework that per-
mits a solution to the dual sorting and incentive prob-
lems. A risk-neutral manager has private information
on his ability, and the firm’s contracts are incomplete
since they cannot easily extract this private informa-
tion through a complex menu of contracts.2 The firm
proposes a contract, which consists of a salary and
bonus, representing the fixed and variable compo-
nents of compensation. Based on this contract, the
candidate manager decides whether to join the firm.
If so, he exerts productive effort. After nature resolves
production uncertainty, the output is realized and the

1 Existing estimates of PPS (00325%, according to Jensen and Mur-
phy 1990) are much lower than predictions from the canonical
model of moral hazard alone, even when factoring in risk aversion.
2 This amounts to a restriction of communication between the firm
and the agent through the contracts. The firm cannot tailor its con-
tracts to the full complexity of the manager’s private information.
Baker and Jorgensen (2003), Melumad et al. (1997), and Ray (2007b)
make a similar assumption. Bushman et al. (2000) also work in a
world of private predecision information.
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firm pays the manager based upon the negotiated
contract.

The crux of the analysis rests on the firm’s joint
choice of salary and bonus, where the bonus measures
the PPS of the manager’s compensation. We start with
a benchmark model of sorting alone (without incen-
tives) and find that a low PPS minimizes the man-
ager’s information rent. The downward pressure that
sorting exerts on the PPS becomes even stronger in
the more general model, which combines sorting and
incentives. There, compensation induces participation
ex ante as well as determines effort (and therefore
profits) ex post. While a higher level of PPS induces
higher effort ex post (which the firm desires), this
also transfers higher information rents to the manager
(which the firm would like to avoid). In equilibrium,
the positive ex post effect must balance the negative
ex ante effect on the margin.

Our paper is closest in spirit to Dutta (2008)
and Baker and Jorgensen (2003). Both operate in
a LEN (linear contract, exponential utility, normal
errors) framework and consider an agent whose abil-
ity affects output. Our model shares more assump-
tions with Baker and Jorgensen (2003), but it fol-
lows the approach of Dutta (2008). Like Baker and
Jorgensen (2003), we work in a world of predeci-
sion information, assume ability and effort are com-
plements, and disallow communication between the
principal and agent. Like Dutta (2008), we aim to
characterize the optimal contract (although implicitly)
and make comparisons with the benchmark moral
hazard model without information. Our primary dif-
ference is that we make participation endogenous.
Both papers assume the principal will hire the worst
type of manager; however, we demonstrate how some
managers are not necessarily profitable for the firm.
As such, the contract in our model must solve the
dual problem of participation and incentives.3

Endogenous participation provides a new analyti-
cal lens that extends prior work. Dutta (2008) shows
that when a risk-averse manager’s ability is firm-
specific (his outside options are invariant to his abil-
ity), adverse selection considerations mute PPS. In
our model, sorting is guaranteed to dampen PPS only
when risk aversion and output uncertainty are small;
in such cases, the need to reduce information rents

3 Communication, effort, and ability are perfect substitutes that
allow Dutta (2008) to characterize the optimal contract, whereas
Baker and Jorgensen (2003) derive comparative statics without solv-
ing for the optimal contract in closed form. Dutta (2008) assumes
full participation, ability-contingent outside options, that ability
and effort are substitutes (e + �), and considers risk aversion
throughout. We assume no communication, fixed outside options,
that effort and ability are complements (e�), and examine risk neu-
trality as well as risk aversion.

under sorting uniformly forces PPS down. If, how-
ever, risk aversion and output uncertainty become
large, the cost of risk begins to dominate the infor-
mation rents effect. For lower-ability managers (for
whom the relative cost of risk is highest), this causes
PPS in the canonical model (perfect information) to
fall lower than the PPS with sorting (i.e., sorting
inflates the optimal PPS). Dutta (2008) also finds that
if a manager has firm-specific human capital, opti-
mal PPS falls in the variance in managerial ability. We
observe the same phenomenon under sorting.

Our model delivers a number of comparative
statics that fortify intuition and can potentially be
empirically tested. First, when the manager’s cost
of employment or outside options rise, the surplus
generated by each manager shrinks, forcing the firm
to hire more selectively; by raising hiring standards,
the firm reduces the total information rents accru-
ing to the manager, and therefore can afford to raise
PPS. Second, when the variation between managers
increases, the information asymmetry problem wors-
ens, and the information rents accruing to the man-
ager rise, forcing the firm to decrease PPS to limit
these information rents. Third, when managerial risk
aversion or output variability is high, this higher cost
of risk decreases the surplus produced by a given
manager, causing the firm to hire better managers.
But although hiring fewer types of managers will
reduce total information rents that could allow the
firm to increase PPS, the firm will not do so (since
that would only load more risk onto the risk-averse
manager); hence, PPS will decline and the classical
trade-off between risk and incentives still stands. All
our predictions on PPS should be straightforward to
test, given the large empirical executive compensation
literature that calculates PPS from proxy statements,
annual reports, and other financial statements of the
firm. Measuring hiring standards is harder but not
impossible, especially if one observes data on appli-
cations and decisions.

Models of adverse selection and moral hazard each
enjoy voluminous theoretical literatures (for surveys,
see Baiman 1991, Hart and Holmstrom 1987). But
there have been only limited attempts to combine
both in a single model. The fusion has proven noto-
riously difficult and researchers have made simplify-
ing assumptions to make the analysis tractable.4 In
general, the literature remains largely separate, even

4 Jullien et al. (1999) derive some preliminary results on a joint
moral hazard and adverse selection model, although it is difficult
to draw general conclusions from their analysis. Sung (2005) makes
progress in a continuous time framework, Darrough and Stoughton
(1986) examine the joint problem in a particular financial context,
and Bernardo et al. (2001) operate in the world of capital budgeting.
Hagerty and Siegal (1988) show that contracts under moral hazard
and adverse selection are observationally equivalent.
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though real-life contracts must solve both problems
simultaneously.5 Our paper contributes to the emer-
gent literature on the sorting/matching approach to
understanding compensation. This literature was pio-
neered by Rosen (1981), who proposed a neoclassical
model of compensation set through a labor market,
where wages match heterogeneous employees to het-
erogeneous firms. This literature has grown recently
through Himmelberg and Hubbard (2000), Arya and
Mittendorf (2005), Ray (2007a), Liang et al. (2008),
Gabaix and Landier (2008), and Edmans et al. (2009).
Our model blends this neoclassical approach to com-
pensation with a principal agent model, and, as such,
provides a bridge between the sorting/matching
approach and the agency approach of compensation.

2. The Basic Model
To fix ideas, consider the basic model with sorting,
but no incentives. A firm (the principal) considers
employing a single manager (the agent). The firm has
only one chance to hire a manager; if it does not hire
the current candidate, it will not receive further appli-
cants; hence, the problem is one of sorting, not one of
search. This is justified, for example, when the firm
can expand freely, creating a division for each man-
ager, or when the firm needs to hire a manager for a
specific project on short notice. The manager is risk
neutral. The manager has a type �, which he knows
but the firm does not. Hereafter, “type” refers to the
type � of the manager; although there is a single man-
ager, there is a continuum of types. The firm’s uncer-
tainty on � is represented by the density f with cumu-
lative distribution function F , over support ä = 60115,
with mean �� and variance �2

� . The firm’s output with
(a manager of type) � is

x = ��+ �1 (1)

where � is distributed symmetrically with mean 0
and variance �2. The parameter � > 0 represents the
complementarity between the firm and the manager.
High � firms produce more output with high � types
than with low � types. The manager enjoys an outside
option ū > 0, which represents his outside opportuni-
ties.6 The firm bears a fixed cost k −m� to employ a
manager of type �, where k >m> 0.7 This shows why

5 Armstrong et al. (2010) solve the joint problem numerically, simu-
lating the optimal CEO contract under realistic assumptions on the
agent’s risk aversion and actual executive contracts.
6 The manager’s outside option ū is fixed and does not vary with
�. However, the crux of the results of the basic model still holds
under outside options that are increasing in the manager’s type,
provided the outside options don’t increase too steeply.
7 The assumption that k > m > 0 ensures that the hiring cost is
always positive.

a better manager is less costly to employ. A better
manager is less likely to make mistakes or bad deci-
sions. The parameter k can also track, for example,
the level of general versus firm-specific human capi-
tal: firms that require more specialized skills (finance
or technology) may bear a larger cost of installing and
training the manager, compared to firms that require
more general skills (retail, commodities).8 The param-
eter m captures the return to a better manager; when
m is large, the cost saving of a better manager is large.

2.1. First Best
A social planner maximizes total surplus, which is
the value that the manager produces, net of all costs
and over and above the total outside options of the
parties. The expected surplus for each � is E6TS � �7=
�� − 4k−m�5− ū. Ex post efficiency will require that
total surplus be positive for each �. This occurs when

� >
k+ ū

m+�
≡ �FB0 (2)

Thus, ex post efficiency establishes a marginal type
�FB, above which a manager of type � generates pos-
itive surplus. Observe that this first-best cutoff �FB

rises in k and ū and falls in m and �; therefore, it is
efficient for the firm to require a better manager when
employment is expensive (to compensate for the high
fixed cost of hiring), when managers have higher out-
side options (to compensate the managers for their
higher opportunity costs), and when the quality of
the match between the firm and the manager is low
(to compensate for the lower productivity of a poor
match).

We will assume throughout the paper that �FB < 1
(i.e., k+ ū <m+�). This simply ensures that it is pos-
sible for a manager to produce positive surplus. If this
condition did not hold, the problem would be unin-
teresting because it would always be optimal for the
firm to exit the market.

The formula for the first-best cutoff provides insight
into when sorting matters. The cost of hiring the
manager has both a fixed component (k) and a vari-
able component (m�), where the variable component
varies not per unit produced but rather for an incre-
mental change in the manager’s ability. Firms with
high fixed components (high k) are those where it is
costly to install a manager. For example, these can
be firms in technical industries that require a high
level of industry-specific or firm-specific human capi-
tal (biotechnology, financial services). For such firms,
it is important to obtain a high-quality manager to
compensate for these high fixed costs; as such, the effi-
cient cutoff �FB will be high. Firms that require more

8 See Corollary 2 in §3 for a discussion of empirical proxies for k
and implications for cross-sectional variation.
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Figure 1 Timeline of the Basic Model

Nature
reveals � to
manager

Firm proposes
contract (s, b)

Manager decides
whether to join
firm

Nature resolves
�, and thus x

Firm pays manager
w = s + bx

general human capital (consumer products, retailing)
may have lower fixed costs and, therefore, lower
needs for able managers.

The coefficient on the variable component of the
cost function, m, tracks how much an incremental
increase in quality decreases the cost to the firm.
Firms with high variable components are those that
markedly benefit from managerial ability. In such
companies, the need for sorting is lower because it is
built into the cost function. Such companies are very
sensitive to ability, since they markedly decrease the
firm’s cost function. High-ability managers are pro-
ductive at such firms, but so are low-ability man-
agers because of the sensitivity of the cost function
(its steep slope). In contrast, firms with a low variable
component (low m) need sorting the most, as only
highly able managers will be able to produce value for
the firm. Under a low m, lower-ability managers are
worth less to the firm; hence, they must be screened
out through a high �FB hurdle.9

The firm cannot observe the type of the man-
ager and thus must induce his employment through
a compensation contract. A contract consists of a
salary s and a bonus b. For tractability, we restrict
attention to linear contracts of the form

w = s + bx0 (3)

This reflects the main feature of most compensation
schemes, which have a fixed salary and a bonus that
depends on some performance measure. Contracts are
incomplete in that the firm cannot offer the manager
a menu of contracts that depend on an announcement
of the manager’s type.

When would such incomplete contracts occur?
Eggleston et al. (2000) provide a number of rea-
sons why contracts are simpler and less complete
than in orthodox economic theory: negotiation costs,
differential monitoring dynamics, social conventions,
reliance on trust and reputation, bounded rationality,
and enforcement costs. For example, Joskow (1987)
finds that incomplete contracts predominate when

9 Although this may seem counterintuitive, think formally that total
surplus rises in k and falls in m. In particular, m governs the slope
of the surplus function, and �FB is the cutoff, where total surplus
breaks even. Firms with high m have steep surplus functions and
therefore can afford to hire less able managers; hence, they have
lower thresholds. Firms with low m have surplus functions that
rise slowly in �, so a high � is necessary to create value.

relationship-specific investment is low. For our set-
ting, the most relevant constraint is the cost of
enforcement of contracts. When enforcement costs
are high, contracts tend to become simple. This is
documented in the literature on law and finance by
La Porta et al. (1997, 1998). They find that when rule
of law and enforcement of property rights are weak,
contracts remain incomplete. Thus, our setting is more
relevant in these environments, which (as La Porta
et al. document) occur in emerging markets and civil
law countries.

The timing of the game is displayed in Figure 1.

2.2. Manager’s Problem
A manager of type � will join the firm if his expected
wage exceeds his outside option, i.e., if E6w � �7 ≥ ū.
Since the manager’s expected wage E6w � �7= s + b��
is linear in �, this results in two possibilities: If b = 0,
the manager joins whenever s ≥ ū, regardless of the
manager’s type (there is no sorting). If b > 0, there
exists a threshold �∗, such that E6w � �∗7 = ū and the
manager joins if and only if � ≥ �∗ (positive sort-
ing). Note that b < 0 is never optimal. Now, since
E6w � �∗7= ū, the threshold �∗ is

�∗
=

ū− s

b�
0 (4)

Thus, when b > 0, positive sorting takes place if and
only if 1 > �∗ > 0. If �∗ ≥ 1, no manager is hired, and
there is no production (we know this is not optimal
because we have assumed that it is efficient to hire at
least some type of manager). If �∗ < 0, a manager of
any type is hired. Note that when b > 0, �∗ > 0 if and
only if s < ū.

Finally, observe that when actual positive sorting
occurs, the expected wage of the marginal type �∗

exactly equals his outside option (E6w � �∗7 = ū),
whereas every � > �∗ enjoys an information rent
(E6w � �7 − ū > 0). This information rent accrues
because the firm, not knowing the true type of the
manager, must offer a bonus that is high enough to
attract even the lowest type of manager. Since the
wage is increasing in a manager’s type, this bonus
will result in any higher type receiving a wage that
is strictly higher than the outside option. If the firm
knew the true type of any such manager, it would pay
him just enough to induce him to join the firm.
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2.3. Firm’s Problem
The firm earns profit from output, pays out wages,
and bears the costs of employing the manager. Thus,
the ex post expected profit for each � is

E6� � �7= ��41 − b5− s − 4k−m�50 (5)

Thus, the firm’s profits will rise in the manager’s pro-
ductivity � and the quality of his match with the
firm � but will fall in the compensation parameters s
and b. If the firm chooses to induce positive sorting,
it will choose b > 0 and s to solve

max
b1 s

∫ 1

�∗4s1 b5
E6� � �7f 4�5d�0 (6)

Write the marginal manager as �∗4s1 b5 to illustrate
this threshold’s dependence on the contract param-
eters. Even without a moral hazard problem of the
manager, the compensation contract has a role to play
as a sorting instrument for the firm. The contract
parameters s and b will affect the firm’s payoff in
two ways. First, they will determine the mix of types
attracted to the firm; second, they will determine
the firm’s expected wage payments made to every
manager who then joins the firm. This dual effect of
the contract (determining participation ex ante and
expected wage payments ex post) is apparent from
(6), and will be a constant theme throughout, even
under moral hazard and risk aversion.

Since there is no incentive problem in the basic
model, the contract serves only to sort types. Ex
post expected profit E6� � �7 decreases in salary and
bonus, so sorting is costly for the firm. But it is nec-
essary because the marginal type �∗4s1 b5 decreases
in s and b. Thus, as the firm raises either salary or
bonus (decreasing ex post profits), it can raise ex
ante profits because it attracts more types to the firm
(thereby expanding the area of integration in (6)). The
manager’s participation depends only on whether his
expected total wages exceed his outside options. He is
effectively indifferent to receiving salary or bonus as
long as he earns more at the firm than in the outside
market. The firm, however, prefers to sort using salary
rather than bonus. Intuitively, the manager’s informa-
tion rent E6w � �7 − ū increases in his bonus, since a
high bonus boosts a high-type manager’s compensa-
tion relative to his outside option. The firm seeks to
minimize these information rents since, like all rents,
they come at the cost of the firm’s surplus through
higher wages. In fact, the firm will pay as small a
bonus as possible and a salary as close as possible to
the manager’s outside option. This is just enough to
induce the desired set of managers to accept the job,
leading to the first proposition. (All proofs are in the
appendix.)

Proposition 1. In the pure sorting model, the optimal
contract consists of b = �b and s = ū − �s and induces
�∗ = �FB+��, where �b, �s , and �� are infinitesimal positive
quantities.

In the optimal contract, the firm sets a very small
positive bonus. The salary is set so as to achieve
the desired amount of sorting. Since the bonus is
approximately zero, one should not be surprised that
the desired sorting threshold is approximately equal
to the efficient threshold, or that the salary approx-
imately equals the manager’s outside option. Note,
however, that the firm does not set s = ū and b = 0
exactly, because then every � would weakly prefer
to work at the firm, and there would be no sorting.
By introducing a small positive bonus and reducing
the salary appropriately, the firm can achieve positive
sorting, since this modified contract is unattractive to
low-productivity managers. This strictly improves the
firm’s profit.

In equilibrium, the firm achieves almost efficient
sorting. It should be noted, however, that the actual
sorting threshold is slightly higher than the efficient
one, i.e., the firm screens out some managers whom
it would be efficient to hire. The outcome is, there-
fore, not actually first-best but only approximately first-
best. This deviation from the efficient sorting thresh-
old, which happens through the firm’s effort to avoid
the additional information rents accruing to higher-
type managers when the threshold is lowered to the
efficient level, will recur more prominently in the full
model with incentives, where even approximate first-
best sorting will not be possible.

Why is a small bonus better at sorting than a large
bonus? Everyone is happy with a large bonus, both
the high types and the low types. But only the high
types will accept a small bonus, because their high
ability can outweigh the low per-unit pay from the
small bonus. Low-types, on the other hand, receive
a very low payoff when the bonus is small and,
therefore, would not choose to join the firm. The
small bonus thus achieves the separation of types
more effectively than a large bonus does. In addition,
because a high bonus benefits high types more than
low types, raising the bonus raises the information
rents accruing to the high types, due to the firm’s
need to ensure the participation of lower types; thus,
a high bonus is more wasteful to the firm than a low
bonus.

Proposition 1 shows that performance pay does,
indeed, have a sorting effect but that this effect oper-
ates at very low PPS. To induce efficient sorting, one
needs only a nonzero slope of the wage profile; more
than this is unnecessary because it transfers unneces-
sary information rent to the agent. This is consistent
with the vast empirical literature of PPS of executive
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contracts.10 The sorting effect exerts downward pres-
sure on performance pay.

3. Combining Sorting and Incentives
Now suppose that the manager exerts costly and
unobservable effort at the firm. This induces a moral
hazard problem on the part of the manager, since the
firm cannot observe effort perfectly but must induce it
through its compensation contract. At the same time,
this same compensation contract is used to attract
managers to the firm. Thus, contracts will now serve
the dual purpose of attracting workers and providing
incentives. Output is now given by

x = ��e+ �1 (7)

where � still has mean 0 and variance �2. The man-
ager exerts effort at a quadratic cost of e at C4e5 =

005ce2 with c > 0, and he continues to enjoy an out-
side option ū. Observe that the manager’s type � and
effort choice e are complements, so more able types
have higher marginal productivities of labor and are
more productive to the firm. In fact, there are two
levels of complementarity: between the ability � and
effort e, as well as between ability and the quality of
the match between the firm and manager �.

The firm pays the manager w = s + bx. As before,
the contract is linear and the firm cannot condition
the contract on the manager’s type. The expected out-
put for each manager � is E6x � �7 = ��e, so more
effort from the manager produces more revenue for
the firm. For each �, the average wage is E6w � �7 =

s + b��e. Assume the manager is risk neutral.11 Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the timeline of the game.12

3.1. First Best
The manager has two decisions: whether to join the
firm, and how hard to work. As such, the first best

10 Jensen and Murphy (1990) find that CEO wealth changes $3.25
for every $1,000 change in shareholder wealth. Morck et al. (1988)
argue empirical estimates of PPS are “too low,” since they deviate
widely from theoretical predictions. Attempts to justify these low
empirical estimates on risk aversion, such as Haubrich (1994), rely
on estimating parameters of the model that are notoriously difficult
to measure, such as the manager’s cost of effort parameter.
11 Section 4 considers a risk-averse manager.
12 The timeline of the game opens the possibility of renegotiation
of the contract after the manager accepts. But because the man-
ager cannot communicate � at any point, a manager who accepts
the initial contract would also accept a renegotiated contract, since
the information environment is unchanged. The firm’s optimiza-
tion problem is the same and, therefore, would offer the same con-
tract to a manager after acceptance that it would before acceptance.
Thus, the optimal contract would be renegotiation-proof. Details
are available from the authors upon request.

benchmark will also have two components: an effi-
cient effort level, and an efficient cutoff for participa-
tion. Observe that the expected total surplus for each
� is

E6TS � �7= ��e−C4e5− 4k−m�5− ū0 (8)

Total surplus now not only includes expected out-
put, the fixed cost of hiring a manager, and the man-
ager’s outside option, but also includes the manager’s
cost of effort. The first-best effort level that maximizes
this is eFB = ��/c. Observe that the first-best effort
level rises in both � and �. The total surplus obtained
with first-best effort by TS∗ is

E6TS∗
� �7=

4��52

2c
− 4k−m�5− ū0 (9)

Expected total surplus rises in both � and � and falls
in c and k. This is positive if and only if

� >

√

c6m2c+ 2�24k+ ū57−mc

�2
≡ �FB0 (10)

As before, �FB denotes an efficient cutoff, namely
the minimal managerial type, such that it is efficient
for the firm to employ any manager with � > �FB.
Observe that �FB > 0, so it is always efficient to screen
out some types of managers. In addition, just as
before, we will assume that �FB < 1 to avoid the trivial
case where the firm cannot produce positive surplus
with any manager.

The cutoff �FB rises in k, falls in �, and rises in c.
Thus, as technological or market factors lower the
cost of supplying effort, it is efficient for the firm to
become less selective regarding manager type and to
have the manager work more.

3.2. Manager’s Problem
A manager of type � maximizes his expected wage
less his cost of effort:

max
e

E6w � �7−C4e50 (11)

Given that E6w � �7 = s + b��e and C4e5 = 005ce2, the
first-order condition yields the manager’s incentive
constraint (IC): ê = b��/c. Higher bonuses now have a
clear incentive effect of inducing more effort. We can
also safely ignore the possibility that b ≤ 0 in equilib-
rium, since no surplus would be produced, and the
firm would choose to exit the market. In addition,
effort rises in both � and �, so more able types work
more, as do types who are a better fit with the firm.
This is exactly the sense in which there is complemen-
tarity in production: both � and � are complements
with respect to effort. Finally, observe that ê = eFB if
and only if b = 1, so that if the firm wanted to induce
an efficient outcome, it would need to set b = bFB = 1.
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Figure 2 Timeline of the Game with Effort

Firm pays manager
w = s + bx

Nature
reveals � to
manager

Firm proposes
contract (s, b)

Manager decides
whether to join
firm

If he joins,
manager
exerts effort e

Nature resolves
�, and thus x

The participation decision now involves the man-
ager’s effort choice, which he makes conditional on
facing a contract 4s1 b5. A manager of type � will join
the firm if, in equilibrium, the manager earns more
inside the firm than outside the firm, which occurs if
E6ŵ � �7 − C4ê5 ≥ ū, that is, s + 4b��52/42c5 ≥ ū. Since
the left-hand side of this condition is strictly increas-
ing in � (due to b > 0), this simplifies to a thresh-
old participation condition similar to the benchmark
(no-effort) model. In particular, the manager joins if
either s > ū13 or s ≤ ū and � > �∗, where �∗ > 0 satisfies
E6ŵ � �∗7−C4ê5= ū, which yields

�∗
=

√

2c4ū− s5

b�
0 (12)

Just as in the benchmark case without effort, the
marginal type �∗ falls in both s and b, reinforcing
the intuition that higher-wage payments attract more
types to the firm. And just as �FB, �∗ rises in c.

3.3. Firm’s Problem
The expected profit that the firm makes when hiring
a manager of type � is E6� � �7 = E6x � �7− E6w � �7−
4k−m�5. Using (IC), in equilibrium this becomes

E6� � �7= 4��52b41 − b5/c− s − 4k−m�50 (13)

The firm will select a salary and bonus to maximize
its expected profits. Thus, the firm will select s and b
to maximize

ç4s1 b5=

∫ 1

�∗4s1 b5
E6� � �7f 4�5d�0 (14)

As before, writing �∗4s1 b5 makes prominent the
dependence of the marginal manager on the param-
eters of the compensation contract the firm sets.
Because of the moral hazard problem, the compensa-
tion contract plays a dual role of both sorting types
through �∗ and providing incentives through the
expected wage E6w � �7. Solving this program explic-
itly is difficult because of the interaction between the
sorting and incentive effects. In particular, b affects
the manager’s incentives to work, as well as the deci-
sion on whether to participate at all. Thus, the partici-
pation decision �∗4s1 b5 is now endogenous. Nonethe-
less, the next proposition, proved in the appendix,

13 In fact, it is obvious that s > ū will never happen in equilib-
rium, since the firm could then increase its profits by lowering s
to ū, which would decrease the rents of the manager without any
adverse effects on participation or effort.

presents the implicit solution that still has enough
structure to provide insight into the dual sorting and
incentive effects.

Proposition 2. A firm contracting with a risk-neutral
agent will select an optimal contract 4s1 b5 that satisfies

s =

[

�∗41 − b5−
1 − F 4�∗5

f 4�∗5
b

]

b�∗�2

c
− 4k−m�∗51 (15)

b =

(

2 −
�∗2

E6�2 � � > �∗7

)−1

0 (16)

The sorting effect is immediately apparent in the
optimal contract, since the contract now depends on
the distribution of manager types. Recall that in the
canonical agency problem, which includes principal
contracting with a risk-neutral agent, the principal
will make the agent the full residual claimant on the
firm’s output (b∗ = 1) and will then take the rents back
in the form of a negative “salary.” This salary will be
set just high enough to make the manager’s expected
payoff equal to his outside option; this is the “sell-
the-firm” contract. The canonical model has empiri-
cal difficulties because empirical estimates of PPS are
much lower than b∗ = 1.

Adding sorting to the canonical model, how-
ever, moves the equilibrium away from the full
“sell-the-firm” contract. For any �∗ ≥ 0, observe
E6�2 � � > �∗7 > �∗2, and therefore b < 1 = b∗. Thus, the
presence of sorting dampens the optimal bonus. This
confirms the intuition from Proposition 1, which says
that although a positive bonus is necessary to attract
higher-quality managers to the firm, increasing the
bonus too much is wasteful because it transfers exces-
sive rents to the agent. In the full model considered
here, the firm must provide incentives to the manager
to induce him to work, which puts upward pressure
on the bonus. The downward pressure from sorting,
however, is still there: a high bonus transfers rents
to any high-ability manager, which the firm tries to
avoid by lowering the bonus and correspondingly
increasing the salary (or, rather, reducing the con-
stant transfer from the manager to the firm). The opti-
mal bonus will trade off these twin effects, namely
the downward pressure from sorting and the upward
pressure from incentives.14

14 If bS is the bonus under sorting alone, bI the bonus under incen-
tives alone, and bIS the bonus under both incentives and sorting,
then 0 ≈ bS < bIS < bI = 1. This gives a strict ordering. Dutta (2008)
finds that bIS < bI , but does not offer a clear ordering between bS
and either bIS or bI .
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How exactly will the firm trade off the optimal
choice of salary and bonus? In the canonical model of
a risk-neutral agent without sorting, there is a clean
separation between salary and bonus; the bonus pro-
vides incentives, while the salary guarantees partic-
ipation. Here, although the salary does not play a
role in incentives, bonuses do affect sorting, since
the marginal manager �∗ falls in b. Just like salaries,
higher bonuses will attract more types to the firm.
The proof of Proposition 2 details the first- order con-
dition for the firm’s optimization with respect to the
optimal salary and bonus. This leads to the equilib-
rium condition

¡�∗/¡s

¡�∗/¡b
=

4¡�∗/¡s5 E6� � �∗7f 4�∗5

4¡�∗/¡b5 E6� � �∗7f 4�∗5

=

∫ 1
�∗ ¡E6� � �7/¡s dF
∫ 1
�∗ ¡E6� � �7/¡b dF

0 (17)

Recall from §2 that sorting gives contracts a dual
effect, namely, determining participation ex ante and
the expected wage payments ex post. The same is
true here, after including a moral hazard problem.
Each piece of the compensation contract will have
an ex post (right-hand term of (17)) and an ex ante
effect (middle term of (17)). The equilibrium condi-
tion above states that the firm will optimally equalize
the ratios of these ex ante and ex post effects. This is
equivalent to equalizing the marginal rate of substitu-
tion between salary and bonus along the optimal par-
ticipation threshold curve to each of those ratios. The
firm chooses its salary and bonus such that the trade-
off between the costs of wages against the benefits of
participation is equal across both contract parameters.
At the equilibrium, the firm is indifferent between
using salary and bonus.

Now we are firmly in a second-best world. Recall
that in the effortless benchmark model the equilib-
rium was approximately efficient. With effort choice
added, even approximate efficiency is too much to
ask. We have already argued that to reduce infor-
mation rents accruing to the manager, the firm will
reduce the bonus from its efficient level (of one),
which will result in inefficiently low effort. We will
now see that the sorting threshold, which the firm
chooses to induce by the equilibrium contract, is also
inefficient.

Proposition 3. When the agent is risk neutral, the
firm’s equilibrium sorting threshold exceeds its efficient
level: �∗ > �FB.

This result should not be too surprising. Even in the
effortless benchmark model, in an attempt to reduce
information rents, the firm turned away some types of
managers whom it would have been efficient to hire,
i.e., the equilibrium sorting threshold was slightly

higher than the efficient threshold. In that model, the
inefficiency was negligible since the sorting thresh-
old converged to the efficient level as the bonus con-
verged to zero. In the present model, however, this
convergence does not happen, and the sorting thresh-
old remains firmly above the efficiency benchmark.

To understand why the firm chooses to be more
selective than an efficiency-driven planner, consider
the marginal effects of raising the threshold slightly
(by � ≈ 0) above the efficient level. Since the total sur-
plus and, hence, the profit generated by the marginal
manager is zero, and the profit function is continuous,
each of the types no longer hired will decrease the
total expected profit by only a small amount, resulting
in a total profit loss of order �2. By not hiring these
types, the firm can lower the salary by an amount of
order �. This will result in a profit gain in the form
of salary savings from all manager types, which will
yield a total profit gain of order �. Clearly, for small �,
the gain will exceed the loss (� >�2), so that increas-
ing the threshold will be profitable.

3.4. Comparative Statics
Our goal is not only to solve for the optimal con-
tract, but also to conduct comparative statics, seeing
how the optimal contract varies with the exogenous
parameters in the model. We do this with an eye
for predicting some of the empirical cross-sectional
variation in managerial pay. Indeed, Murphy (1999)
shows substantial cross-sectional variation in median
CEO PPS across both industry and company size. We
believe the variation along these two dimensions indi-
cates the existence of variation across different vari-
ables. We hope our comparative statics will inspire
empirical researchers to test whether the parameters
in our model generate the cross-sectional variation we
expect to see in real data.

The optimal salary and bonus both depend on the
distribution of managerial talent, F . For tractability,
we assume, throughout this section, that this distri-
bution is uniform on 6� − a1� + a5 ⊆ 60115.15 How-
ever, numerical simulations suggest similar results for
a much wider class of distributions.16 We first investi-
gate the effects of increases in what Dutta (2008) calls
information risk, namely, the variance of the distribu-
tion of manager types.

Corollary 1. When the variance of the type of man-
ager increases, the PPS (b) decreases and the sorting thresh-
old (�∗) increases.

15 Strictly speaking, this violates the original assumption that the
support of f is 60117; however, this particular deviation is without
loss of generality as long as �− a < �FB <�+ a.
16 Numerical simulations for all of the corollaries in the paper are
available in the online appendix, located at http://www.korokray
.com, under the section “Academic Papers.”
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An increase in the variance of the type distribution
has no effect on the expected surplus from a given
manager type, given a fixed salary and bonus. How-
ever, since the increase in this variability increases
the uncertainty that the firm has about the man-
ager’s type, the information asymmetry problem is
exacerbated, and the information rents accruing to
the manager increase. We saw in the discussion of
Propositions 1 and 2 that the firm’s desire to avoid
information rents drives down the bonus. In Propo-
sition 3, we saw the same considerations force the
sorting threshold up. Thus, to counteract the upward
pressure that the increase in manager type variability
exerts on information rents, the firm can either lower
the bonus or raise the sorting threshold. The proof
of Corollary 1 shows that it will, in fact, optimally
choose to do both.

This corollary is in contrast to the result of Baker
and Jorgensen (2003), who found that the optimal
bonus can increase in the variance of �. In Baker and
Jorgensen’s model, the firm wants the manager to
make use of his private information. Increasing the
bonus induces the manager to make more use of this
information, because its value rises due to a rise in
the variance of �. In our model, the focus is not on
the efficient utilization of information by the man-
ager but rather on the use of contracts to induce self-
selection of productive managers into the firm. The
fact that the value of information in our model does
not directly affect the manager’s choices removes the
upward pressure of information risk on the bonus;
meanwhile, the use of the contract for selection cre-
ates a downward pressure, because it means a rise
in the type variance will increase information rents
to the manager. Measuring information risk is diffi-
cult but far from impossible, given the wide variety
of managerial performance measures available today.
Empirical proxies include the manager’s experience
level, age, level of general versus specific human cap-
ital, or “thickness” of the managerial labor market.

Corollary 2. As the manager’s cost of employment
(k) or outside option (ū) rises, the firm will increase both
the PPS (b) and the sorting threshold (�∗).

First, note from the expression for the bonus in
Proposition 2 that k and ū affect the optimal bonus
only indirectly, through their effects on the optimal
sorting threshold �∗. In particular, at least for uniform
distributions, a higher �∗ is always accompanied by a
higher bonus—this is intuitive because a higher sort-
ing threshold reduces the information rents. There-
fore, this induces the firm to increase the bonus to
return to the earlier balance between incentives and
information rents. The effect on the sorting thresh-
old �∗, in turn, is unambiguously positive: A rise in
either the employment cost, or the manager’s outside

option, lowers the surplus generated by each man-
ager type, forcing the firm to become more selective
in hiring. As a result, an increase in k or ū increases
both the sorting threshold and the bonus. Finally, the
effect on the salary is unambiguously negative in the
case of k (because s decreases in both �∗ and b, and
k has no direct effect on the manager’s surplus), but
ambiguous in the case of ū (the direct upward effect
of ū on the salary through decreased manager surplus
is counterbalanced by the indirect downward effect
from an increase in �∗ and b).

Corollary 2 predicts that in industries with high
fixed costs of hiring, firms will employ higher
bonuses and lower salaries. Empirical proxies of k
can be diverse. One example is a measure of firm or
industry-specific human capital. For instance, a firm
in the finance or technology sectors, which require
deep, specialized knowledge, may have a high k;
meanwhile, a more general consumer products or
retail firm, which requires more general business
knowledge, may correspond to a low k. One pos-
sible way to measure k may be the recruitment of
managers across different industries or sectors. An
industry that recruits future managers from within
the same industry is likely to be one with a high fixed
cost of training. That investment banks hire CEOs
with long careers in the financial sector may indi-
cate a high requirement for industry-specific knowl-
edge and, therefore, a high k. Corollary 2 shows that
such financial managers will receive high bonuses
and low salaries, consistent with conventional wis-
dom and empirical surveys.

4. Risk Aversion
Now suppose that the manager is risk averse and
dislikes volatility in his income. Without sorting,
the canonical agency model with a risk-averse agent
delivers the standard risk-incentives trade-off, where
the principal seeks to provide incentives for the agent
to work; however, such incentives load risk onto the
agent, which he dislikes. How does sorting affect this
analysis?

To fix ideas, suppose that production uncertainty �
is normally distributed and has a mean of 0 and a
variance of �2. Assume the agent has constant abso-
lute risk aversion (CARA) preferences with coefficient
of absolute risk aversion r > 0. The timing of the game
is the same as before, as are the first-best effort level
eFB and first-best participation cutoff �FB.

4.1. Manager’s Problem
Given output x = ��e + � and a linear compensation
contract w = s + bx, the certainty equivalent of the
�-manager’s payoff is now

CE4�5= s + b��e−
r

2
b2�2

−C4e50 (18)
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Observe that a risk-averse manager now bears a disu-
tility from uncertainty captured by the risk-premium
term 4r/25b2�2. This risk premium is the additional
compensation necessary to induce a risk-averse man-
ager to accept risk. Further observe that the risk pre-
mium is independent of the manager’s effort choice.
Therefore, a risk-averse manager’s effort choice prob-
lem is identical to that of a risk-neutral manager,
leading to identical incentive constraints. In particu-
lar, given a quadratic cost of effort C4e5 = 005ce2, the
incentive constraint (IC) for a manager of type � is
still ê = b��/c. As with a risk-neutral manager, we can
safely ignore the possibility that b ≤ 0 in equilibrium,
since this would lead the firm to exit the market due
to the inability to produce.

Given the contract 4s1 b5, a manager of type �
will participate if and only if the certainty equiva-
lent of the contract exceeds his outside option ū, or
CE4�5 ≥ ū. Given equilibrium effort choice, this con-
dition becomes s + 4b��52/42c5 − 4rb2�25/2 ≥ ū. As
before, the left-hand side of this condition is strictly
increasing in � for all positive � (due to b 6= 0), mak-
ing this a threshold participation condition. In partic-
ular, the manager joins if either s > ū+ rb2�2/2 (this
is wasteful to the firm and will not happen in equi-
librium) or s ≤ ū + rb2�2/2 and � > �∗, where �∗ > 0
satisfies CE4�5≥ ū, so that

�∗
=

√

2c4ū− s5+ crb2�2

b�
0 (19)

This threshold differs from the threshold for risk-
neutral managers (Equation (12)) by the presence of
the risk-premium term crb2�2: the marginal type �∗

rises in the measure of the agent’s risk aversion
and in the volatility of the output. Indeed, because
the expected wage increases in the manager’s type,
whereas (with CARA preferences) the cost of risk is
independent of it, only a manager of higher � could
earn a high enough expected wage to offset the cost
of risk. The higher that cost (i.e., the higher the level
of risk aversion and the volatility of the output), the
higher the manager’s type needs to be, thus mak-
ing the risk bearable. This implies that raising output
volatility will not only cause fewer types to partici-
pate but will also ensure that the participating types
are better. Insofar as it is possible to measure pro-
duction uncertainty �2 and managerial type �, this
predicts that better types work in more uncertain
environments.

4.2. Firm’s Problem
The expected profit that the firm makes if it hires a
manager of type � is E6� � �7 = E6x � �7 − E6w � �7 −

4k−m�5. Using (IC), this becomes (13).
The form for expected profit is the same as before,

namely, in the prior section with a risk-neutral agent.

This occurs because risk aversion does not alter the
agent’s incentive constraint (although it does affect
his participation decision). Since the incentive con-
straint is the same, conditional on hiring a man-
ager �, the firm’s ex post profits from that man-
ager are unchanged in the presence of risk aversion.
For sure, risk aversion will affect the optimal bonus,
which in turn will drive both incentives and partici-
pation. But taking this bonus as given, risk aversion
does not change the expected profit function.

The firm will select s and b to maximize its expected
profits. The equilibrium conditions take the same
form as before, but there are a few key differences.
Most importantly, ¡�∗/¡b has now changed to

¡�∗

¡b
=

rc�2

�2b�∗
−

�∗

b
=

�∗

b

(

rc�2

4��∗52
− 1

)

0 (20)

This expression makes the effect of risk aversion
clear. Under risk neutrality, r = 0 and this derivative
becomes unambiguously negative, just like ¡�∗/¡s.17

Increasing either the salary or the bonus raises the
total compensation of the agent, making the contract
more attractive to outsiders and thus drawing greater
participation from the labor market, and reducing
the marginal type �∗. But now, r > 0 implies that
risk aversion enters the participation decision. Raising
incentives no longer unambiguously increases par-
ticipation, since higher bonuses load more risk onto
the compensation, which risk-averse agents dislike.
If the levels of risk aversion and output volatility
are sufficiently low, the positive effect that higher
bonuses exert on the expected value of the compen-
sation will dominate the unfavorable effect on the
cost of risk. Thus, raising the bonus will attract more
types, i.e., lower the sorting threshold, just as it did
with risk-neutral managers. But, if risk aversion and
output volatility are sufficiently high (namely, if r�2 >
�2�∗2/c), then raising incentives will actually repel
more types, and will cause the marginal type �∗ to
rise in b. This shows that the relationship between
performance pay and participation is subtle in the
presence of risk aversion. Since risk-averse agents dis-
like uncertainty in their compensation, they may stay
away from firms that offer large incentive packages.

Solving for the optimal contract in closed form is
even more difficult than before, since risk aversion
adds additional complexity to the participation deci-
sion. The participation threshold �∗ now depends on
the bonus b in a nonmonotonic way, making the first-
order condition for profit maximization more com-
plex. Nonetheless, it is still possible to arrive at an
implicit solution that can deliver intuition.

17 Irrespective of risk preferences, ¡�∗/¡s = −c/4b2�2�∗5 < 0.
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Proposition 4. A firm contracting with a risk-averse
agent will select an optimal contract 4s1 b5 that satisfies

s =

[

�∗41 − b5−
1 − F 4�∗5

f 4�∗5
b

]

b�∗�2

c
− 4k−m�51

b =

(

rc�2

�2E6�2 � � > �∗7
+ 2 −

�∗2

E6�2 � � > �∗7

)−1

0

The formula for the optimal bonus in Proposition 4
is more complex than in Proposition 2. The tension
between incentives and information rents is still there
(as represented by the term 2−�∗2/E6�2 � � > �∗7, in the
denominator, for the bonus of both risk-neutral and
risk-averse managers), but now an additional force
has entered the scene: risk aversion. The direct effect
of this on the bonus is clearly negative, because the
risk-aversion term in the denominator is positive and
increasing in the levels of risk aversion and output
variability when holding the sorting threshold fixed.

Introducing risk aversion fundamentally changes
the nexus of trade-offs that the firm faces when choos-
ing salary and bonus. Without risk aversion, salary
and bonus are always substitutes and, therefore, are
two equivalent ways of attracting the worker. But
under sufficiently high risk aversion, they become
complements. When risk aversion is high, a high
bonus loads a large disutility onto the manager, and
this, in fact, repels the manager from the firm. To rein
him back in, the firm must counteract by raising his
salary.

Recall that even without risk aversion, the inter-
play of the sorting and incentive effects of perfor-
mance pay sent us into a second-best world, causing
effort to be lower than first-best (due to the bonus
being reduced from its efficient level of one), and
making the firm turn away some managers whom
it would have been efficient to hire. We suggested
above, and will firmly establish in Corollary 4, that
risk aversion further exacerbates the inefficiency of
the incentives, pushing the bonus even further down
and away from its efficient level (and thus similarly
reducing the equilibrium effort). But what about the
sorting? Because of the complex relationship between
the bonus and the hiring threshold in the presence of
risk aversion, one might wonder whether risk aver-
sion might do away with the inefficiently high hir-
ing threshold we saw with risk-neutral managers. The
following result, however, shows that this is not the
case. Even when agents are risk averse, the firm still
chooses to turn away some managers who would
have produced positive surplus.

Proposition 5. When the agent is risk averse, the
firm’s equilibrium sorting threshold exceeds its efficient
level: �∗ > �FB.

The proof of the proposition follows along the same
lines as the proof of Proposition 3. What causes the
firm to set the threshold inefficiently high is its desire
to avoid paying high information rents to the man-
ager. When the firm increases the threshold slightly
above the efficient level, the amount of money it
saves, by paying lower information rents to all types
of managers, is larger than the amount it loses by not
hiring if the manager happens to be of the marginal
type.

4.3. Comparative Statics
We begin this section by asking ourselves how the
need to use the compensation scheme for sorting
affects the optimal contract in the presence of risk
aversion. Rather than repeating the same analysis
from Corollaries 1 and 2, the new comparative stat-
ics will ask how PPS varies with the new parame-
ter in the model, risk aversion. To this end, consider
the canonical agency model, where the firm can per-
fectly observe the manager’s type, so that there is
no adverse selection. All other elements of the model
remain the same as in the full model we have been
investigating. In particular, output is still x = ��e+ �
(with � ∼ N401�25), and the firm’s cost of employ-
ing the manager is k−m�. The manager still has cost
of effort C4e5 = 005e2, constant absolute risk aversion
r , and outside option ū. The firm is still constrained
to linear contracts. As shown in the proof of Corol-
lary 3, the optimal bonus for a manager of type � in
this canonical model (the “no-sorting bonus”) is bNS =

41 + rc�2/4�2�255−1. Note that the no-sorting bonus
increases in the manager’s type, whereas the bonus in
the full model (the “sorting bonus”) does not depend
on it (since the type is not observable).

In the canonical model, the optimal bonus falls in
the cost-of-effort parameter c, the coefficient of abso-
lute risk aversion r , and the variance of output �2.
The direct effects (when holding the sorting threshold
fixed) of all these parameters on the bonus in the full
model are obviously identical to those in the canoni-
cal model. Nonetheless, unlike in the canonical model,
we cannot immediately conclude that the full equilib-
rium effects will be the same: the equilibrium condi-
tion for the bonus also depends on the sorting thresh-
old, which itself will vary as the parameters change.
Much more careful analysis is needed to determine
the overall equilibrium effects.

We saw before that, without risk aversion, sorting
invariably depresses the bonus relative to the bench-
mark without sorting. The presence of risk aversion
makes this relationship more subtle. When compar-
ing the formula for bNS to b in Proposition 4, we can
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decompose the difference of their inverses into two
terms:18

b−1
− b−1

NS =Rent+Risk1 where

Rent= 1 −
�∗2

E6t2 � t > �∗7
and

Risk = −
rc�2

4��52

(

1 −
�2

E6t2 � t > �∗7

)

0

The first term, Rent > 0, represents the downward
pressure on the sorting bonus due to information
rents (and equals the entire difference between the
sorting and no-sorting bonuses when there is no
risk aversion). The second term, Risk, arises because
the sorting bonus adjusts the bonus for risk based
on average ability, whereas the no-sorting bonus tai-
lors the risk adjustment to each specific type. Recall
that the risk adjustment in both cases drags the
bonus down (since a higher bonus loads undesir-
able risk onto the manager). Furthermore, the tailored
risk adjustment decreases in manager ability, because
higher-ability managers have higher output and the
same risk as lower-ability managers, making risk rel-
atively less important for the more able ones. Con-
sequently, the average adjustment is lower than the
tailored adjustment for managers of low ability, and
the opposite ordering holds for managers of high abil-
ity. Thus, risk drags the average-based sorting bonus
down less (respectively, more) than the tailored no-
sorting bonus for low-ability (and, respectively, high-
ability) managers. Mathematically, we see that Risk is
increasing in �, with Risk < 0 for � < E6t2 � t > �∗7 and
Risk> 0 for � > E6t2 � t > �∗7.

We have thus determined that for high-ability man-
agers, both the information rents effect (Rent) and the
average-versus-tailored risk-adjustment effect (Risk)
drag the sorting bonus down relative to the no-sorting
bonus. For low-ability managers, however, the two
effects move in opposite directions: while the rents
effect still pushes the sorting bonus down relative to
the no-sorting bonus, the risk-adjustment effect works
against it. Since the risk-adjustment effect is increas-
ing in the manager’s risk aversion and output risk, it
can overtake the rents effect when the values of these
parameters are high. Summarizing these observations,
we arrive at the following result.

Corollary 3. For high-ability managers, sorting
always dampens PPS, regardless of the level of risk
aversion. Sorting increases PPS for low-ability managers
if and only if r�2 is high.

18 The expectations are taken with respect to the manager type dis-
tribution; the symbol t is used to avoid confusion between the
variable of integration t and the fixed value �.

The proof of the corollary shows that there always
exists thresholds R and R̄, such that sorting damp-
ens PPS for all managers if r�2 < R, whereas sort-
ing increases PPS for some low-ability managers if
r�2 > R̄.19 The proof also shows that R and R̄ are
increasing in the productivity parameter � (due to
risk becoming relatively less important when output
is high). Thus, sorting becomes more likely to increase
the bonus relative to the perfect information bench-
mark when the manager is not very productive at his
current firm (the complementarity between the firm
and the manager is low). When the complementarity/
productivity parameter � is low, the risk-adjustment
effect can come to dominate the information rents
effect for low-ability managers, causing such man-
agers’ bonuses to be higher in the presence of sorting
than they would be otherwise. This stands in contrast
to prior work, such as Dutta (2008), who finds that
optimal PPS, under symmetric information, always
exceeds optimal PPS under asymmetric information
(when managerial talent is firm-specific, the relevant
case here).

We have demonstrated that risk aversion can cause
sorting to increase the optimal PPS, but we should
note that the level of risk aversion required for this
to occur is quite extreme. In particular, the proof
of Corollary 3 shows that sorting increases the PPS
for some low-ability managers if and only if r�2 >
�24�∗52/c. But from the definition of the threshold �∗,
we see that the salary is s = ū− 6�24�∗52/c− r�27b2/2,
so that r�2 >�24�∗52/c if and only if s > ū. Thus, sort-
ing can increase a manager’s PPS only if the manager
is so risk averse that he views his equilibrium level
of bonus as a punishment, i.e., he needs to be paid
a fixed salary exceeding his outside option to accept
the risk loaded onto him by the bonus.

We conclude this section by investigating how risk
aversion and output uncertainty affect the optimal
contract. For tractability, we assume that the manager
type distribution is uniform.

Corollary 4. When either the manager’s level of risk
aversion (r) or output variability (�2) increases, the firm
will increase the sorting threshold (�∗) and decrease the
PPS (b).

As we already observed in the discussion after
Proposition 4, the direct effect of increases in risk
aversion and output uncertainty on the bonus is
unambiguously negative, as higher costs of risk
reduce the returns from a higher bonus, since the
manager values the risky part of its compensa-
tion less. However, the increased costs of risk also

19 The thresholds R and R̄ provide sufficient, but not necessary con-
ditions for the two cases. Either of the two scenarios can occur
when R< r� 2 < R̄.
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decreases the overall surplus produced by a given
type of manager, therefore compelling firms to stop
hiring previously marginal types. In response, the
firm raises the sorting threshold. This, in turn, has
the side effect of reducing information rents, which
allows the firm to raise the bonus. Nonetheless, the
proof of the corollary shows that, at least with a uni-
form type distribution, this latter effect does not over-
come the former. The combined effect is unambigu-
ously negative on the bonus and unambiguously pos-
itive on the sorting threshold.

Corollary 4 also reinforces the classic trade-off
between risk and incentives: as output variability
rises, PPS decreases. The higher output variability
leads to more selective hiring, which decreases total
information rents because of a smaller pool manager
types. Although the firm could afford to increase PPS
because of these smaller information rents, doing so
would load more risk onto the manager and make
him less likely to accept the job (and could adversely
affect participation and therefore profits for the firm).
Just as a large empirical literature has tested the clas-
sic risk incentives trade-off (see Prendergast 2002), so
too can our corollaries be compared to data. For exam-
ple, PPS and output variation are fairly straightfor-
ward to measure, with the former estimated through
compensation contracts, proxy statements, and disclo-
sures of executive pay in financial statements. Mea-
suring the sorting threshold is harder but not impos-
sible. It would require observing applications and
decisions for managerial jobs—counting who applied,
who was offered, and who was accepted. These more
granular ; on the labor market are becoming increas-
ingly available and could then be used to test how
the sorting threshold changes with the parameters of
the model (r1�2, c, etc.).

5. Conclusion
The vast academic literature on performance pay has
focused almost exclusively on incentive effects. This
paper incorporates the dual incentive and sorting
effects of performance pay and puts forth a simple
and tractable model that provides basic insight into
how a firm can solve the two problems jointly. The
primary goal of this paper is to understand how sort-
ing affects the firm’s design of optimal compensation.
Rather than focusing on inducing appropriate com-
munication as in prior work, sorting concerns how
the contract will affect the type of manager attracted
to the firm. This new logic confirms some existing
work (such as incentives raising PPS, while selection
reduces PPS), but also provides new insights (sort-
ing can inflate PPS if the manager’s risk aversion
is high or manager-firm complementarity is small;
sorting under imperfect information causes the firm

to turn away more candidates than would be effi-
cient). Future work in this area will expand on the
sorting and incentive effects of performance pay to
include repeated interactions, retention effects, subjec-
tive bonuses, and multiple managers.
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Appendix. Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. The firm’s task is to choose b
and s to maximize total expected profit. This reduces to the
following problem:

max
{

max
b>03 s

∫ 1

max4�∗4s1 b5105
E6� � �7f 4�5d�1

max
b<03 s

∫ min4�∗4s1 b5115

0
E6� � �7f 4�5d�1

∫ 1

0
E6�4b = 03 s = ū5 � �7f 4�5d�10

}

0

Here, the first term corresponds to choosing the optimal
positive bonus; the second term, to choosing the optimal
negative bonus; the third term, to choosing b = 0 and induc-
ing participation (note that this means setting s = ū, since s
above that level is wasteful to the firm), and the fourth term
to setting b = 0 and paying s < ū, so there is no participation.

It will be useful to let TS4�∗5 be the expected total surplus
with positive sorting with threshold �∗. Note that we have
already determined that TS4�∗5 < TS4�FB5 for any �∗ 6= �FB. It
will also be useful to denote by ç the total expected profit
of the firm.

We begin by observing that when b = 0, the expected
profit is always strictly less than first-best total surplus
TS4�FB5. When b = 0 and there is no participation, ç = 0 <
TS4�FB5. When b = 0 and there is participation, s = ū, and
E6� � �7= E6TS � �7 for all �, so that ç=

∫ 1
0 E6TS � �7f 4�5d� =

TS405 < TS4�FB5.
To explore the cases when b > 0 or b < 0, it will be con-

venient to recast the problem as one of choosing b and �∗.
Since the threshold is given by b��∗ = ū− s, we can elimi-
nate s from the problem by noting that s = ū− b��∗. Thus,

E6� � �7= 4m+�5�+ b�4�∗
− �5− ū− k1

so that ¡E6�7/¡b = �4�∗ − �5 and ¡E6�7/¡�∗ = b�. Also note
that E6� � � = �∗7= 4m+�5�∗ − ū− k = E6TS � �∗7.

Now, when b > 0,

ç=

∫ 1

�∗

E6� � �7f 4�5d�1
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so that, for any b > 0,

¡ç

¡b
=

∫ 1

�∗

�4�∗
− �5f 4�5d� < 00

It follows that, in this range, it is optimal for the firm to
set b as low as possible. In particular, if �b is the lowest
available currency unit, the firm will set b = �b .

Next, note that

¡ç

¡�∗
= −64m+�5�∗

− ū− k7+ b�61 − F 4�∗571

and ¡2ç/¡�∗2 = −4m+ �5− b�f 4�∗5 < 0, so that a necessary
and sufficient condition for optimal �∗ is

64m+�5�∗
− ū− k7= b�61 − F 4�∗570

Noting that the left-hand side is E6TS � �∗7, this reduces to

E6TS � �∗7= b�61 − F 4�∗570

Since the right-hand side is positive, it immediately fol-
lows that �∗ > �FB. We can thus write �∗ = �FB + �� , where
�� > 0. Furthermore, as b approaches 0, the entire right-hand
side of the first-order condition above also approaches 0.
By continuity and monotonicity of E6TS � ·7, this implies
that �∗ approaches E6TS � ·7−1405 = �FB. Therefore, the fact
that b = �b is infinitesimal implies that �� is also infinitesi-
mal. It now also follows that s = ū− �s , where �s = b��∗ > 0
is also infinitesimal. Finally, ç =

∫ 1
�∗ E6� � �7f 4�5d� →

∫ 1
�FB 64m+�5�− ū− k7f 4�5d� = TS4�FB5 as b → 0.

We have now characterized the optimal contract when
b > 0 and have shown that as long as �b is sufficiently small,
ç from b = �b can get arbitrarily close to TS4�FB5, which
is more than what could be achieved with b = 0. Hence,
setting b > 0 dominates setting b = 0. To complete the proof
that b > 0 is the unique optimal solution, we now need only
to show that b < 0 gives a lower profit.

Now, if b < 0,

ç=

∫ �∗

0
E6� � �7f 4�5d�0

Noting that E6� � �7 < E6TS � �7 for all � < �∗, we see that
ç<

∫ �∗

0 E6TS � �7f 4�5d�. Since E6TS � �7 is increasing in �, we
know that if this expression is positive, then E6TS � �7 > 0
for all � ≥ �∗, so that

ç <
∫ �∗

0
E6TS � �7f 4�5d�+

∫ 1

�∗

E6TS � �7f 4�5d�

=

∫ 1

0
E6TS � �7f 4�5d� = TS405 < TS4�FB50

Thus, b < 0 always gives profit that is lower than the max-
imum achievable with b > 0 (as long as �b is sufficiently
small). This completes the proof. �

Proof of Proposition 2. The firm chooses salary s and
bonus b to solve

max
s1 b

∫ 1

�∗4s1 b5
E6� � �7f 4�5d�0

Using Leibnitz’s rule, the first-order conditions are

E6� � �∗7f 4�∗5
¡�∗

¡s
=

∫ 1

�∗

¡E6� � �7

¡s
f 4�5d�1

E6� � �∗7f 4�∗5
¡�∗

¡b
=

∫ 1

�∗

¡E6� � �7

¡b
f 4�5d�0

Combining these two equations leads to the equilibrium
condition

¡�∗

¡b

∫ 1

�∗

¡E6� � �7

¡s
f 4�5d� =

¡�∗

¡s

∫ 1

�∗

¡E6� � �7

¡b
f 4�5d�0 (21)

Now, the ex post expected profit is E6� � �7 = E6x � �7 −

E6w � �7− 4k −m�5 = ��e41 − b5− s − 4k −m�5. Plugging in
the incentive constraint e = b��/c,

E6� � �7=
4��52

c
b41 − b5− s − 4k−m�50 (22)

The derivatives of expected profit with respect to salary
and bonus are, respectively,

¡E6� � �7

¡s
= −1 and

¡E6� � �7

¡b
=

4��52

c
41 − 2b50 (23)

Recall that �∗ =
√

2c4ū− s5/4b�5. The partial derivatives
are

¡�∗

¡s
=

−c

4b�52�∗
and

¡�∗

¡b
= −

�∗

b
0 (24)

Combining these gives

¡�∗

¡b
=

¡�∗

¡s
·
b�∗2�2

c
0 (25)

Combining (23) with the equilibrium condition (21) gives

−
¡�∗

¡b
41 − F 4�∗55=

¡�∗

¡s

∫ 1

�∗

4��52

c
41 − 2b5f 4�5d�0

Combining with (25) gives

−
b�∗2�2

c
· 41 − F 4�∗55=

∫ 1

�∗

4��52

c
41 − 2b5f 4�5d�0

Rearranging and simplifying gives

b =

(

2 −
�∗2

E6�2 � � > �∗7

)−1

0

Inserting (23) into the first-order condition for s gives

E6� � �∗7f 4�∗5
−¡�∗

¡s
= 1 − F 4�∗50

Combining with (22), (24), and simplifying, yields

s =

[

�∗41 − b5−
1 − F 4�∗5

f 4�∗5
b

]

b�2�∗

c
− 4k−m�∗50 �

Proof of Proposition 3. Noting that �∗ =
√

2c4ū− s5/
4b�5, so that

s = ū−
4�∗52b2�2

2c
1

we can eliminate s from the problem and restate the prob-
lem as one of choosing b and �∗. The first-order condition
for �∗ is then

0 = −E6� � �∗7+
∫ 1

�∗

¡E6� � �7

¡�∗
f 4�5d�0 (26)
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But

E6� � �7=
�2�2b41 − b5

c
− ū+

4�∗52b2�2

2c
− k+m�1

so that
¡E6� � �7

¡�∗
=

b2�2�∗

c
> 0 ∀�∗

∈ 401170

It follows that
∫ 1
�∗ 4¡E6� � �7/¡�∗5f 4�5d� > 0, so that (by (26))

E6� � �∗7 > 0.
We will now see that this implies that �∗ > �FB. Denot-

ing the manager’s surplus by E6MS � �7, we note that by
definition, E6� � �7 + E6MS � �7 = E6TS � �7: the sum of the
firm’s and the manager’s surpluses equals total surplus for
any �. Evaluating this at � = �∗ and noting that by defi-
nition, E6MS � �∗7 = 0, we obtain E6TS � �∗7 = E6� � �∗7 > 0.
Furthermore, noting that the total surplus actually achieved
cannot exceed its first-best level (obtained by setting b = 1),
we must conclude that E6TS∗

� �∗7 > 0 = E6TS∗
� �FB7, where

TS∗ is the total surplus with first-best effort level. Since
E6TS∗

� �7= �2�2/42c5− ū− k+m� is strictly increasing in �
for all � > 0, this proves that �∗ > �FB. �

General Notes for Comparative Statics. Throughout the
paper, we examine comparative statics problems where we
are interested in the dependence of two choice variables, x
and y (x = b and y = s or y = �∗), on some parameter �. The
choice variables are determined by the problem

max
x1y

ç4x1y3�50

The first-order conditions are

0 =çx4x1y3�51 (27)

0 =çy4x1y3�50 (28)

We will drop the arguments from now on.
The second-order conditions are

çxx < 01 (29)

çyy < 01 (30)

çxxçyy − 4çxy5
2 > 00 (31)

Fully differentiating the first-order conditions with re-
spect to � gives

0 =çx� +çxx

¡x

¡�
+çxy

¡y

¡�
1

0 =çy� +çyx

¡x

¡�
+çyy

¡y

¡�
0

This can be seen as a system of two linear equations in
two unknowns, ¡x/¡� and ¡y/¡�. Restating this as

çxx

¡x

¡�
+çxy

¡y

¡�
= −çx�1 (32)

çyx

¡x

¡�
+çyy

¡y

¡�
= −çy�1 (33)

we can write the system determinants as follows:

ã=

∣

∣

∣

∣

çxx çxy

çyx çyy

∣

∣

∣

∣

1 (34)

ãx =

∣

∣

∣

∣

−çx� çxy

−çy� çyy

∣

∣

∣

∣

1 (35)

ãy =

∣

∣

∣

∣

çxx −çx�

çyx −çy�

∣

∣

∣

∣

0 (36)

Applying Cramer’s rule and noting that ã > 0 (by the
second-order condition (31)), we have the following results
for the signs of the derivatives:

sgn
(

¡x

¡�

)

= sgn
(

ãx

ã

)

= sgn4ãx5

= sgn4çxyçy� −çyyçx�51 (37)

sgn
(

¡y

¡�

)

= sgn
(

ãy

ã

)

= sgn4ãy5

= sgn4çxyçx� −çxxçy�50 � (38)

Proof of Corollary 1. By assumption, f 4�5= 1/42a5 for
all � ∈ 6� − a1� + a5 ⊆ 60115 and zero otherwise. Simple
calculation of uniform densities shows that E6�7 = � and
V 6�7 = a2/3. Also by assumption, the parameter values are
such that the solution is nontrivial, i.e., �−a < �∗ <�+a in
equilibrium. Now,

Pr4� > �∗5=
�+ a− �∗

2a
1

and f 4� � � > �∗5= f 4�5/Pr4� > �∗5= 4�+ a− �∗5−1, so that

E ≡ E6�2
� � > �∗7=

∫ �+a

�∗

�2f 4� � � > �∗5 d�

=
4�+ a53 − 4�∗53

34�+ a− �∗5
0 (39)

From Proposition 2, b = 42 − 4�∗52/E5−1. Combining
with (39),

b−1
= 2 −

34�+ a− �∗54�∗52

4�+ a53 − 4�∗53

= 2 −
3

A2 +A+ 1
1 where A≡

�+ a

�∗
0 (40)

Note that since 0 >A> 1, we have 1/2 < b < 1.
A rise in the variance of � corresponds to a rise in a. We

therefore need to determine the comparative statics with
respect to a. To this end, we will use Equations (37) and (38)
from the appendix section “General Notes for Comparative
Statics,” using x = b and y = �∗ (i.e., casting the problem as
one of choosing b and �∗).

Plugging in the uniform distribution we are investigating
and simplifying, the first-order conditions become

0 = ç�∗

=
1
2a

[

b2�2�∗

c
4�+a5−

�24�∗52

2c
4b2

+2b5+ū+k−m�∗

]

1 (41)

0 = çb =
�2

6ac
4�+a−�∗5

·63b4�∗52
+41−2b544�+a52

+�∗4�+a5+4�∗52570 (42)

Taking derivatives of these expressions and noting that
ç�∗ = 0 (for ç�∗a) and çb = 0 (for çba), we obtain the ele-
ments of Equations (37) and (38):

çbb =
�2

6ac
4�+ a− �∗564�∗52

− 24�+ a54�+ a+ �∗571 (43)

ç�∗�∗ =
1

2ac
6b2�24�+ a5−�2�∗4b2

+ 2b5−mc71 (44)
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çb�∗ =
�2�∗

2ac
6b424�+ a5− �∗5− �∗71 (45)

çba =
�2

6ac
4�+ a− �∗541 − 2b5424�+ a5+ �∗51 (46)

ç�∗a =
b2�2�∗

2ac
0 (47)

We can also sign all these elements: çbb < 0 and ç�∗�∗ < 0
(by the second-order conditions for maximum); çb�∗ > 0
(obtained by plugging in the value of b from (40) and ana-
lyzing the resulting expression); çba < 0 (because �∗ <�+ a
by assumption and b > 1/2 as observed from (40)); ç�∗a > 0
(obvious).

Now,

çb�∗çba −çbbç�∗a

=
�4�∗

12a2c2
4�+ a− �∗5

×
{

6b424�+ a5− �∗5− �∗741 − 2b5424�+ a5+ �∗5

− b264�∗52
− 24�+ a54�+ a+ �∗57

}

1

so that

sgn4çb�∗çba −çbbç�∗a5

= sgn46b424�+ a5− �∗5− �∗741 − 2b5424�+ a5+ �∗5

− b264�∗52
− 24�+ a54�+ a+ �∗5750

Substituting in �+a=A�∗ and b = 62−43/4A2 +A+1557−1

from (40), the argument of the sgn operator above becomes
4�∗5242A6 +6A5 −3A4 +8A3 +12A2 +3A−1

)

/41−2A41+A552.
Thus, by (38) with x = b and y = �∗,

sgn
(

¡�∗

¡a

)

= sgn4çb�∗çba −çbbç�∗a5

= sgn42A6
+ 6A5

− 3A4
+ 8A3

+ 12A2
+ 3A− 15

= “+”1

where the conclusion follows because A= 4�+ a5/�∗ > 1 by
definition, and the sixth-order polynomial above is positive
for all A> 1.

Now, we have only to show that b is decreasing in a.
By (37) with x = b and y = �∗,

sgn
(

¡b

¡a

)

= sgn4çb�∗ç�∗a −ç�∗�∗çba50

Since çba < 0 and a, m > 0, we know that çb�∗ç�∗a −

ç�∗�∗çba < çb�∗ç�∗a − 4ç�∗�∗ + m/42a55çba. Therefore, to
show that ¡b/¡a < 0, it is sufficient to show that çb�∗ç�∗a −

4ç�∗�∗ +m/42a55çba < 0. Now,

çb�∗ç�∗a−4ç�∗�∗ +m/42a55çba

=
b�4

44ac52

{

b4�∗526b424�+a5−�∗5−�∗7

− 1
3 6b4�+a−�∗5−2�∗74�+a−�∗541−2b5424�+a5+�∗5

}

1

which equals 44A5 − 8A4 − 5A3 + 8A2 + 2A − 154�∗53/
41−2A41+A552. This is negative whenever A ∈ 411 Ā5, where
Ā≈ 201 is the unique root of 2A3 − 3A2 − 3A− 1 on 41115.

To complete the proof, we must show that, in equilib-
rium, we always have A ≤ Ā. In fact, we can show that Ā
is precisely equal to the highest value that A can attain in
equilibrium. First note that the equilibrium A is decreasing
in ū and k by Corollary 2. It also follows from the proof of
the corollary that A is also decreasing in the full hiring cost
k−m�. Thus, the highest possible equilibrium A is attained
when ū= k =m= 0. Inserting these parameter values in the
first-order conditions, we can easily verify that this highest
equilibrium A is precisely Ā. �

Proof of Corollary 2. We will use Equations (37)
and (38) with x = b, y = �∗ and �= k or �= ū. Observe that

çb� = 01 (48)

ç�∗� = f 4�∗5 > 00 (49)

Now, by (38),

sgn
(

¡�∗

¡�

)

= sgn4çb�∗çb� −çbbç�∗�5= −çbbf 4�
∗5 > 01

because çbb < 0 by the second-order condition for
maximum.

Thus, �∗ is an increasing function of ū and k, and hence,
A = 4� + a5/�∗ is a decreasing function of ū and k. But
by (40), b = 62 − 3/4A2 +A+ 157−1, which for all A> 1 is a
decreasing function of the single variable A, making b an
increasing function of ū and k. �

Proof of Proposition 4. As before, the firm chooses
salary s and bonus b to solve

max
s1 b

∫ 1

�∗4s1 b5
E6� � �7f 4�5d�0

Note that when holding b and s fixed, the presence of
risk aversion does not change the manager’s effort choice
and the firm’s expected profit for a given value of �. Sim-
ilarly, the firm’s objective function is also the same as
with a risk-neutral agent, except for the change to �∗4s1 b5.
Consequently, the equilibrium conditions given by Equa-
tions (21)–(23) in the proof of Proposition 2 still hold.

Next, recall from the manager’s problem that in the pres-
ence of risk aversion,

�∗
=

√

2c4ū− s5+ crb2�2

b�
0

The partial derivatives are therefore

¡�∗

¡s
=

−c

4b�52�∗
and

¡�∗

¡b
=

rc�2

b�2�∗
−

�∗

b
0 (50)

Substituting (50) and (23) into the equilibrium condi-
tion (21) and collecting the terms yields

b =

(

2 +
rc�2

�2E
−

�∗

E

)−1

1

where E = E6�2 � � > �∗7.
Noting that the expression for the optimal s in the proof

of Proposition 2 uses only the firm’s first-order condition
with respect to s and Equations (22) and (23), neither of
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which is affected by risk aversion, we obtain the same
expression as we did with risk-neutral agents:

s =

[

�∗41 − b5−
1 − F 4�∗5

f 4�∗5
b

]

b�∗�2

c
− 4k−m�50 �

Proof of Proposition 5. The proof is almost identical to
that of Proposition 3.

We first eliminate s from the problem and restate the
problem as one of choosing b and �∗. The first-order condi-
tion for �∗ is of the same form as with a risk-neutral agent,
namely,

0 = −E6� � �∗7+
∫ 1

�∗

¡E6� � �7

¡�∗
f 4�5d�0 (51)

But

E6� � �7=
�2�2b41 − b5

c
− ū+

4�∗52b2�2

2c
−

b2r�2

2
− k+m�1

so that
¡E6� � �7

¡�∗
=

b2�2�∗

c
> 0 ∀�∗

∈ 401171

as with a risk-neutral agent. It follows that
∫ 1
�∗ 4¡E6� � �7/¡�∗5 ·

f 4�5d� > 0, so that (by (51)) E6� � �∗7 > 0.
We will now see that this implies that �∗ > �FB. Denot-

ing the manager’s surplus by E6MS � �7, we note that by
definition, E6� � �7 + E6MS � �7 = E6TS � �7: the sum of the
firm’s and the manager’s surpluses equals total surplus for
any �. Evaluating this at � = �∗ and noting that by def-
inition, E6MS � �∗7 = rb2�2/2 > 0, we obtain E6TS � �∗7 >
E6� � �∗7 > 0. Furthermore, noting that the total surplus
actually achieved cannot exceed its first-best level (obtained
by setting b = 1), we must conclude that E6TS∗

� �∗7 > 0 =

E6TS∗
� �FB7, where TS∗ is the total surplus with first-best

effort level. Since E6TS∗
� �7= �2�2/42c5− ū−k+m� is strictly

increasing in � for all � > 0, this proves that �∗ > �FB. �

Proof of Corollary 3. First note that the manager’s
problem in the canonical model is the same as in the full
model, so the manager’s incentive compatibility (IC) condi-
tion is still e = b��/c, and the manager’s individual ratio-
nality (IR) condition is

ū≤CE4�5= s + b��e−
r

2
b2�2

−
1
2
ce2

= s +
b2

2

(

�2�2

c
− r�2

)

1

where the last equality follows after substituting in the IC
condition. The firm’s objective is to maximize 41−b54��5e−

s − 4k − m�5 subject to the IR and and IC conditions. Sub-
stituting the IR and IC conditions into the firm’s objective
function yields the objective function

max
b

{

�2�2

c

(

b−
b2

2

)

−
r�2

2
b2

− ū− k+m�

}

0

Taking the derivative with respect to b and simplifying
yields the optimal PPS:

bNS =

(

1 +
cr�2

�2�2

)−1

0

Now, b > bNS if and only if b−1 < b−1
NS. Substituting in bNS

from the line above and b from Proposition 4 turns the con-
dition into

cr�2

�2E
+ 2 −

4�∗52

E
< 1 +

cr�2

�2�2
1

where E = E6�̃2 � �̃ > �∗7. Note that 0 < 4�∗52 < E < 1. Rear-
ranging and simplifying gives

E − 4�∗52 <
cr�2

�2

(

E

�2
− 1

)

0

This immediately proves the first part of the corollary:
as � approaches its upper limit of 1, the right-hand side
becomes negative, while the left-hand side, which does
not depend on �, remains positive, violating the inequality
above. Hence, b > bNS is not possible.

Further observe that the right-hand side is decreasing
in �, while the left-hand side is independent of it. Thus, the
inequality holds for some � if and only if it holds for the
lowest type hired, namely, � = �∗. Substituting this value
into the inequality and simplifying turns the condition into

1 <
cr�2

�24�∗52
0

Hence b > bNS for some manager types that are actually
hired if and only if r�2 >�24�∗52/c.

Now, note that by Proposition 5 and the assumption of
nontriviality of the problem we have �FB < �∗ < 1. Hence,
a sufficient condition for r�2 > �24�∗52/c to hold is r�2 >
�2/c ≡ R̄, whereas a sufficient condition for r�2 >�24�∗52/c
not to hold is r�2 < �FB�2/c ≡ R. Note that both of these
conditions are exogenous conditions on r�2, as neither R̄
nor R depends on r or �2. This completes the proof of the
second part of the corollary. (Finally, also note that both
R̄= �2/c and R=

√

m2 + 2�24k+ ū5/c2 −m are increasing in
� and decreasing in c.) �

Proof of Corollary 4. We need to determine the com-
parative statics with respect to r and �2. However, not-
ing that these two variables enter the firm’s profit function
only as the product r�2, one can analyze only the effects
of increasing r ; the effects of increasing �2 will be identical.
We will use Equations (37) and (38) from the appendix sec-
tion “General Notes for Comparative Statics,” using x = b,
y = �∗, and �= r .

Plugging in the uniform distribution we are investigating
and simplifying, the first-order conditions become

0 = ç�∗ =
1
2c

6b2cr�2
− b�2�∗4b4�∗

− 25+ 2�∗5

+ 2c4k+ ū−m�∗571 (52)

0 = çb =
�∗ − 1

3c
63bcr�2

−�241 + �∗
+ 4�∗52

− 2b

+ b4�∗
− 25�∗570 (53)

Taking derivatives of these expressions, we obtain the
elements of Equations (37) and (38):

çbb =
�∗ − 1

3c
43cr�2

+�242 + 2�∗
− 4�∗52551 (54)

ç�∗�∗ =
1
c
4b�24b− 42 + b5�∗5− cm51 (55)
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çb�∗ = br�2
−

�2�∗

c
4b4�∗

− 25+ �∗51 (56)

çbr = b�24�∗
− 151 (57)

ç�∗r =
b2�2

2
0 (58)

We can also sign most of these elements: çbb < 0 and
ç�∗�∗ < 0 (by the second-order conditions for maximum);
çbr < 0 (because �∗ < 1 by assumption); ç�∗r > 0 (obvious).

Because 2c4k + ū − m�∗5 > 0, (52) implies that b2cr�2 −

b�2�∗4b4�∗ − 25+ 2�∗5 < 0, which is equivalent to

�263�∗42�∗
+ b4�∗

− 2557− 3bcr�2 > 00 (59)

Now,

çb�∗çbr −çbbç�∗r =
b�24�∗ − 15

6c
83bcr�2

−�2664�∗52

+ b42 − 10�∗
+ 54�∗525791 (60)

so that

sgn
(

¡�∗

¡r

)

4385
= sgn4çb�∗çbr −çbbç�∗r 5

4605
= sgn4�2664�∗52

+ b42 − 10�∗
+ 54�∗5257− 3bcr�250

But
{

64�∗52
+ b42 − 10�∗

+ 54�∗525
}

−
{

3�∗42�∗
+ b4�∗

− 255
}

= 2b41 − �∗52 > 01 (61)

so that

�2664�∗52
+ b42 − 10�∗

+ 54�∗5257− 3bcr�2

4615
>�263�∗42�∗

+ b4�∗
− 2557− 3bcr�2 4595

> 00

Thus, sgn4¡�∗/¡r5 > 0, as claimed in the corollary.
Combining (53) and (59), we see that

1 + �∗
+ 4�∗52

− 2b+ b4�∗
− 25�∗

=
3bcr�2

�2
< 3�∗42�∗

+ b4�∗
− 2551

which simplifies to

4�∗5245 + 2b5− �∗41 + 4b5− 1 + 2b > 00 (62)

Next, observe that by Proposition 4, b−1 > 2 − 4�∗52/
E6�2 � � > �∗7. Given a uniform distribution on 60117, the
right-hand side of this inequality equals 2 − 3/4A2 +A+ 15,
where A = 1/�∗, as shown in (40). Thus b−1 > 2 − 3/4A2 +

A+ 15, which implies

1 − 2b >−41 + b54�∗52
− 41 − 2b5�∗0 (63)

Combining this with (62) yields

1 + 4b < 4�∗5245 + 2b5− �∗45 − b50 (64)

By (37), sgn4¡b/¡r5= sgn4çb�∗ç�∗r −ç�∗�∗çbr 5. Because

çb�∗ç�∗r −ç�∗�∗çbr

=
b�2

2c
8b2cr�2

+ b�2643 + b54�∗52
− 242 + b5�∗

+ 2b7

− 2cm41 − �∗59

and 2cm41 − �∗5,

sgn4çb�∗ç�∗r −ç�∗�∗çbr 5

< sgn4b2cr�2
+ b�2643 + b54�∗52

− 242 + b5�∗
+ 2b750

It follows that a necessary condition for ¡b/¡r ≥ 0 is that

bcr�2
+�2643 + b54�∗52

− 242 + b5�∗
+ 2b7≥ 00

Combining this with (53) changes the necessary condition to

4�∗52410 + 4b5− �∗411 + 8b5+ 41 + 4b5 < 00 (65)

Note that (64) and (65) form a system of inequalities in two
variables, b and �∗. It is easy to verify numerically that this
system has no solution where b > 0 and 0 < �∗ < 1. This
proves that ¡b/¡r ≥ 0 is not possible, which completes the
proof of the corollary. �
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